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Linx Vapor Set To Release Smallest Concentrate Vaporizer Under $40

Los Angeles , CA 5/31/2018 – California Based VGO LLC (Linx Vapor) is set to release a new low-cost
concentrate vaporizer for the masses and the device is already receiving raving reviews ahead of its
launch. The new device, the Linx Ember, promises to be the highest quality vaporizer in the $40.00
range and is slated for released May 31st, 2018.
The Ember is constructed from Medical Grade Stainless Steel and has 3 heat settings and a 12 second
sesh mode, making optimal use of its spill proof, top airflow design. The device is also ultra-small and
very portable, measuring in at just 10.5mm by 110.3mm, a must for anyone looking to get the most out
of their vaporizer on the go while not at the expense of discretion. The device uses a quartz rod
atomizer wrapped with a titanium coil. The base of the atomizer is ceramic and funnel shaped, directly
connecting the concentrate to the heating element. One of the more innovative components on the Linx
Ember that puts the product in a league of its own is the innovative vapor window which allows users to
see the entire vaping process. The vapor swirling off the atomizer is almost mesmerizing as it billows up
through the mouthpiece. (But don’t just take our word for it!)
The Linx Ember comes complete with a refillable quartz rod atomizer, battery, mouthpiece, filter, and
USB charger. The Linx Ember will be available for purchase beginning May 31st of 2018 with volume

orders to follow later in June 2018. Linx Vapor includes a free one-year limited warranty on every
product.

About Linx Vapor
Linx Vapor started making headlines within the vaporizer community back in 2016 with the launch of the
Linx Hypnos Zero. The Zero made waves due to its use of a ceramic plate atomizer (an industry first)
rather than the standard coiled atomizer. Linx Vapor continued down this path of health consciousness
and innovation as they released the Linx Ares, and the Linx Gaia. All three vaporizers received top
honors from High Times, the largest Cannabis publication in the industry. The Linx Vapor name has
become synonymous with innovation and quality and it seems they’re just getting warmed up.
Linx Vapor remains on the forefront of vaporizer innovation, with a mission to continue to advance the
Cannabis community’s standards while helping to bring a component of health consciousness to an
industry that is in many ways still in its infancy stage.
The goal of California based Linx Vapor is to combine maximum innovation with superior style, design
and construction to the growing category of vaporizers.
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